
Values Newsletter 
Our new Values Ambassadors have now been appointed after 
submitting amazing application forms.  This year we have ambassadors 
for each year group, rather than one per class. Here they are: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Year 5: Nimmy, Kalin, Lily, Pippa and Isabella 
Year 6: Jemimah, Grace, Peter, Karlee and Jessica 
Year 7: Isabel, Jaden and Tomasz 
Year 8: Matthew, Oliver and Sarah 
They have already helped to plan and lead worship, helped to raise 
£637.81 for Children in Need and given feedback from their classes and 
year groups on values matters.  
 
Congratulations 
The values winners for September, showing ‘Friendship’ to others were 
Maisie (Year 8), Reece (Year 7), Alex (Year 6) and Tyler (Year 5).  The 
staff winner was Miss Wren for being a friend to all. 
 
October’s value was Responsibility 
“Be devoted to one another in love. Honour one another above 
yourselves.”                 Romans 12:10  



● Responsibility is behaving sensibly and living by the 
rules and guidelines. 

● Responsibility is owning up for your own mistakes 
and learning from them. 

● Responsibility is being trustworthy. 
 
Our October values winners were Katherine (Year 8), 
Charlie (Year 7), Lemi (Year 6) and Charlie (Year 5) who also won the 
pupil trophy. The staff winner was Mrs Bassett for making amazing 
resources and displays which have supported the children’s learning. 
 
In November, we have been thinking about Tolerance.  

● Tolerance is listening to what others have to say 
● Tolerance is letting others have their choices 
● Understanding is achieved by listening and learning from others 

and your own experiences. 

We have tried to do this by: 

● Looking at people when they are talking and really pay attention to 
what they say 

● Letting those around us choose what they want to do and 
respecting their differences 

● Thinking about and watching how others tackle tasks and using 
previous experience to overcome challenging situations  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thanks to Karlee, Nimmy, Lily and Isabella for editing this newsletter. 
 


